I am delighted to welcome to Wisconsin, soloist Alexandre Dossin, for his highly anticipated performance of the richly romantic Piano Concerto No. 2 by American composer, Edward MacDowell. Having all the hallmarks of the great concertos of Schumann, Liszt and Saint-Saëns, this concerto remains a standard of the repertoire, although not performed as often as it deserves. First prize winner at the 2003 Martha Argerich International Piano Competition and former piano professor at UW Eau Claire, Mr. Dossin has been on the faculty at the University of Oregon since 2006 and continues to concertize internationally. We welcome him to the Capitol Theater.

The Orchestral Suite No. 4 by J.S. Bach, opens the evening, and Schumann’s epic Symphony No. 3 “the Rhenish”, concludes the evening. Tonight’s performance welcomes a program rich in romanticism, variety, great beauty and power. Thank you for supporting the Wisconsin Chamber Orchestra.

Andrew Sewell
Music Director
Solving Problems Makes Us Attorneys; Anticipating Them, Makes Us a Partner.

Real-world experience and a thorough understanding of different industries is the foundation of our effective legal services. Our diverse network of attorneys provides clients the knowledge and expertise that not only helps our attorneys relate to client needs, but also to anticipate them.

Learn more at axley.com.
Andrew Sewell celebrates his eighteenth season as Music Director of the Wisconsin Chamber Orchestra. During his tenure Maestro Sewell has raised the orchestra to new artistic heights, expanded the repertoire and provided innovative and adventuresome programming to all their concert programs. True to its name, the Wisconsin Chamber Orchestra performs to an annual audience of 200,000 statewide, serving many communities and diverse audiences. His previous appointments include Music Director with the Wichita Symphony from 2000 – 2010, Mansfield Symphony (OH) 1997- 2002, and resident conductor of the Toledo Symphony from 1995 – 2000. In 2017 Maestro Sewell was appointed music director of the San Luis Obispo Symphony on California’s central coast. He serves in this position concurrently with the Wisconsin Chamber Orchestra while still living in Madison.

Maestro Sewell is in demand as a conductor having led the Toronto, Detroit, Milwaukee, Columbus, Syracuse, and Monterey Symphony Orchestras, as well as the New Zealand Symphony Orchestra, Auckland Philharmonia, Christchurch Symphony, Dunedin Sinfonia, National Symphony of Mexico, Kyushu Symphony (Japan), and City Chamber Orchestra of Hong Kong.

A native of New Zealand, Maestro Sewell received his music training on the violin, piano and cornet, and began conducting at age 16. Six years later, he made his professional opera debut with the Mercury Opera and the Auckland Philharmonia Orchestra. Winning the Australian Guarantee Corporation’s Young Achiever’s Award in 1987 allowed him to further his studies abroad. Sewell holds a Master of Music degree with Honors in Conducting from the University of Michigan.

Maestro Sewell maintains an active guest conducting schedule including in recent seasons, the City Chamber Orchestra of Hong Kong, Illinois Symphony, San Luis Obispo Symphony, Toledo Symphony, Detroit Symphony, Auckland Philharmonia, Gulf Coast Symphony, Portland-Columbia Symphony, Eugene Symphony, Salem Chamber Orchestra, Oshkosh Symphony, Springfield (OH) Symphony, the OK Mozart Festival, Peninsula Festival (WI) and Masterworks Festivals in Indiana, Ohio and South Carolina.

He was awarded as the 2017 Musician of the Year by the Association of Wisconsin Symphony Orchestras, and in 2013 was honored with the Marvin Rabin Arts Youth Award for Individual Achievement by the Wisconsin Youth Symphony. He and his wife, Mary have three grown children and reside in Madison.
"Almost all French opera overtures are copied from Lully." So wrote the Swiss philosopher and composer Jean-Jacques Rousseau in 1768 referring to 17th-century composer Jean-Baptiste Lully, who established a tradition in which an overture and dances figured prominently in French opera. Lully went on to form separate suites from his overtures and dances and various German composers calling themselves Les Lullistes picked up the structure and regal style, added their own rich orchestration, and made the orchestral suite popular in Germany.

Enter Johann Sebastian Bach, who wrote at least four suites in the French style. The Orchestral Suite No. 4 in D probably dates from about 1720. In 1725 Bach produced an elaborate version of it to precede a Christmas Day performance of his light-hearted Cantata May our Mouth Be Filled with Laughter. Following the Overture to the suite are a set of lively Bourées, a relatively stately Gavotte, two minuets, and a festive Réjouissance.

After more than a century, Bach’s four orchestral suites were rescued from oblivion by Felix Mendelssohn, who conducted performances of them in Leipzig in 1838.

Eight formative years in Germany shaped the most ambitious works of American composer Edward MacDowell, who wrote his Piano Concerto No. 2 in D minor in Germany, finishing it in Wiesbaden in 1885. A virtuoso pianist—one who “took to prestissimo like a duck to water”—the 24-year-old MacDowell produced a bravura work that proved to be the first major piano concerto written by an American. MacDowell returned to America in 1888 and the following year played the concerto’s debut with the New York Philharmonic in a program than included the American debut of Tchaikovsky’s Fifth Symphony.

The concerto begins with an elegiac movement punctuated by dramatic outbursts and occasional bouts between the piano and the orchestra that fade into a tranquil conclusion. The perpetual motion of the second movement breaks into a lyrical theme interrupted by cheerful but devilishly difficult commentary from the piano. And the slow, brooding finale breaks into a lively waltz that leads to a dazzling coda.

In 1850 Robert Schumann settled in Dusseldorf, where he had been appointed music director and, in just three months, the scenic Rhineland inspired him to write his Symphony No. 3 in E-flat, known as “The Rhenish Symphony.” The work has five movements instead of the usual four and Schumann took steps to make sure that it would be taken seriously as a symphony and not regarded as a suite of program music, going so far as to remove the descriptive title “morning on the Rhine” from the second movement and deleting the designation “as if to accompany a solemn ceremony” from the trombone-announced fourth movement, which was inspired by a visit to Cologne Cathedral.

Schumann conducted the Dusseldorf premiere and received reviews ranging from unqualified praise to bewilderment. Members of the audience applauded after every movement, and at the end of the performance the orchestra joined in with a lively hurrah!
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TONIGHT’S PROGRAM

Maestro Andrew Sewell conducting
Alexandre Dossin, piano

J.S. Bach (1685-1750)

Orchestral Suite No. 4 in D major, BWV 1069 (1717-23) 20’

- Ouverture
- Bourrée I & II
- Gavotte
- Menuet I & II
- Réjouissance

Edward MacDowell (1860-1908)

Piano Concerto No. 2 in D minor, op. 23 (1884-86) 26’

- Larghetto calmato
- Presto giocoso
- Largo–Molto allegro

Alexandre Dossin, piano

INTERMISSION

Robert Schumann (1810-1856)

Symphony No. 3 in E-flat major, op. 97 “Rhenish” (1850) 32’

- Lebhaft
- Scherzo: Sehr mäßig
- Nicht schnell
- Feierlich
- Lebhaft

GUEST ARTIST SPONSOR:

This project is supported in part by a grant from the Wisconsin Arts Board with funds from the State of Wisconsin and the National Endowment for the Arts.
MUSICIAN ROSTER AT TIME OF PRINTING
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Suzanne Beia, Concertmaster
Leanne League, Assistant Concertmaster
Cindy Whip
Valerie Sanders
Paran Amirinazari
ElsBeth Stalter-Clouse
Clayton Tillotson
Lydia Sewell

VIOLIN 2
Tim Kamps, Principal
Hillary Hempel
Anna Carlson
Wes Luke
Xavier Pleindoux
Olga Dragieva

VIOLA
Nora Frisk, Principal
Diedre Buckley
Janse Vincent
Chris Dozoryst
Sharon Tenhundfeld

CELLO
Robin Hasenpflug, Principal
Tim Archbold
Karen Cornelius
Lindsay Crabb

BASS
Charles Block, Principal
Ben Jensen

FLUTE
Brandon LePage, Principal
Dawn Lawler

OBOE
Naomi Bensdorf Frisch, Principal
Jennifer Morgan
Andrea Gross Hixon

CLARINET
Nancy Mackenzie, Principal
JJ Koh

BASSOON
Amanda King Szczys, Principal
Midori Samson

HORN
Linda Kimball, Principal
Mike Szczys
Bill Muir
Ingrid Mullane

TRUMPET
Frank Hanson, Principal
Rob Rohlfing
David Cooper

TROMBONE
Michael Dugan, Principal
Eric Larsen
Brian Whitty, bass

TIMPANI
Kent Barnhart, Principal

HARPSICHORD
John Chappell Stowe, Principal
ALEXANDRE DOSSIN, BIOGRAPHY

Considered by Martha Argerich an “extraordinary musician” and by the international critic a “phenomenon” and a “master of contrasts,” Steinway Artist Alexandre Dossin keeps an active performing, recording and teaching careers. He is Professor of Piano and Chair of the piano department at the University of Oregon School of Music and Dance.

Born in Porto Alegre, Brazil, where he lived until he was 19, Alexandre spent nine years studying in Moscow, Russia, before establishing residency in the United States. Currently a tenured professor at the University of Oregon School of Music, Alexandre Dossin is a graduate from the University of Texas-Austin and the Moscow Tchaikovsky Conservatory in Russia. He studied with Hubertus Hofmann and Dirce Knijnik at the Federal University of Rio Grande do Sul in Porto Alegre, with Boris Romanov (Merzliakovsky Pre-Conservatory School in Moscow) and was assistant of Sergei Dorensky at the Tchaikovsky Conservatory (Moscow, Russia) and William Race and Gregory Allen at University of Texas at Austin (USA).

A prizewinner in several international piano competitions, Dossin received the First Prize and the Special Prize at the 2003 Martha Argerich International Piano Competition in Buenos Aires, Argentina. Other international awards include the Silver Medal and second Honorable Mention in the Maria Callas Grand Prix, and Third Prize and Special Prize in the Mozart International Piano Competition, in addition to several prizes in Brazil.

He performed numerous live recitals for public radio in Texas, Wisconsin, Washington and Illinois, including returning engagements at the Dame Myra Hess Memorial Concert Series. Dossin has performed in over twenty countries, including international festivals in Japan, Canada, United States, Brazil and Argentina, in some occasions sharing the stage with Martha Argerich.


A recipient of the 2015-2016 University of Oregon Fund for Faculty Excellence, Dossin is the Vice-President of the American Liszt Society and the President of the Oregon Chapter of the American Liszt Society. He lives in Eugene with his wife Maria and children Sophia and Victor.
The WCO Cornerstone Society is a group of dedicated individuals who make annual gifts of $1,000 or more to support WCO’s mission to advance Wisconsin communities through the transformative power of music. Cornerstone Society members provide a strong base of support that ensures WCO is able to sustain and expand its artistic and outreach programming that reaches 240,000 people each season.

(* WCO Board Member, + WCO Advisory Board Member)

$100,000+
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$25,000-$99,999
Diane Ballweg
Kenneth Bussan Estate
Jerry Frautschi
Susan* & Jonathan Lipp
Tom* Neujahr
Steinhauer Charitable Trust

$10,000 - $24,999
Steve & Laurel Brown Foundation
Walter A. & Dorothy J. Frautschi Charitable Unitrust
Linda I. Garrity Trust
Beth & Rich Lepping
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Mary & Terry Kelly
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Anthony Ugo

$2,500-$4,999
Anonymous (1)
David & Sally Allen Family Foundation
Jim & Sue Bakke
Mark & Carol Cullen
John J. Frautschi Family Foundation
Paul & Lisa Muench
Don+ & Roz Rahn
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Ms. Barbara Swan
Thomas E. Terry
Dave & Diane Williams

$1,000-$2,499
Anonymous (1)
Jon* & Lori Anderson
J. Michael & Linda L. Baker
Sue & Ellis Bauman
Keith & Juli Baumgartner
Donna & George Beestman

Diane Bless
Nate* & Sarah Boebel
Bruce & Nancy Braun
Bryan & Tess* Brooks
Archie & Kathie Budzak
Reginald* & Jennifer Cheatham
Dennis & Lynn Christensen
Philippa Claude & Antony Stretton
George* & Mary Cullen
Cummings Christensen Family Foundation
Walter & Londa Dewey
William & Alexandra Dove
Dan Ebert & Katie Boyce
Jerry Ensign
Alan* Fish & Susan Goodwin
Deirdre W. Garton
Jacqueline Gerhart
Tom* & Cindy Godar
Ei Terasawa Grilley
Scott & Natalie Hagen
Randy Kyle
Dr. Joseph Lachica
Paul* Lenhart & Maria Fabrega
Lynch Family Maximum Giving Fund of the MCF
Jim Matras
Kathy & Timothy Mazur
The Muranyis
Stuart Rossmiller & Polly Panosh
Frank & Laurie Peregrine
Tom* Popp
Gordon+ & Susan Ridley
Ron & Cathy Rotter
Pleasant T. Rowland Foundation
Cathy* A. Sandeen
Elizabeth & Mark Schar Fund of the Greater Cincinnati Foundation
Beverly Simone
Pam* & John Stampen
LaRynda Thoen & Neil Salyapongse
Melissa* Turczyn
Steve Weber
Amy & John Wong
Brian* Yahn & Darlene Murphy
Kenneth* & Virginia Yuska
John & Pat Zimbrick
You breathe deep with calm confidence.
Enthusiasm is what waits around the corner of every new day.
A glint in your eye, a bounce in your step - these are the sweet rewards of keeping fit and being well.

Feel the spirit of a close-knit community.
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National Guardian Life Insurance Company is a proud supporter of the Wisconsin Chamber Orchestra.
The Partners Program of the Wisconsin Chamber Orchestra is a premier donor club that celebrates the partnering of major individual donors and the Wisconsin Chamber Orchestra’s world class musicians. We’d like to take this opportunity to thank our Partners for sponsoring these fine musicians.

**Susan & Jonathan Lipp**
Suzanne Beia, *concertmaster*

**Tom Neujahr**
Charles Block, *bass*

**Jun & Sandy Lee**
Leanne League, *assistant concertmaster*
Tim Kamps, *violin*

**Fran & Brad Taylor**
Diedre Buckley, *viola*

**Nathan F. Brand & Regina Millner**
Jennifer Morgan, *oboe*

**Diane Ballweg**
Karl Lavine, *cello*

**EDUCATION PROGRAMS**

**2018 YOUNG ARTIST CONCERTO COMPETITION**

The winner of the 2018 Young Artist Concerto Competition is cellist Matthew Udry, performing *Cello Concerto No. 1, Mvts. 3 & 4* by Dmitri Shostakovich. Runner-up was tubist Noah Laabs performing Vaughn Williams’ *Concerto for Bass Tuba, Mvts. 1 & 2*.

The Wisconsin Chamber Orchestra Young Artist Concerto Competition gives gifted high school students from around the state the opportunity to showcase their talents with Music Director Andrew Sewell and the musicians of the WCO. The competition is open to students in grades 9-12 residing in the state of Wisconsin. We accept applications from piano, string, woodwind, brass, and percussion players.

As winner of the 2018 Young Artist Concerto Competition, Matthew will appear as a soloist at the Wisconsin Chamber Orchestra’s June 27, 2018 Concerts on the Square, and will receive the David Lewis Crosby Scholarship in the amount of $1,000.

The runner-up, tubist, Noah Laabs will receive a scholarship in the amount of $500.

For more information contact the Wisconsin Chamber Orchestra office at 257-0638.
ANNUAL FUND CONTRIBUTORS

Thank you to all the individuals, businesses and foundations whose generosity enables the Wisconsin Chamber Orchestra to reach 240,000 people each season through the transformative power of music! The following contributions were received between February 22, 2017 and February 22, 2018.

(* WCO Board Member, + WCO Advisory Board Member)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Amount</th>
<th>Contributors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>($50-$149)</td>
<td>Anonymous (1), Bruce &amp; Margaret Anderson, Greg Anderson, Joe &amp; Carole Anderson, Carolyn Aradine, Mary Ellen Bakken, Raymond &amp; Sandra Balfour, Julie &amp; Mark Banghart, Patsy Behling &amp; Virginia Anderle</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ANNUAL FUND CONTRIBUTORS CONT.

Naomi F. Bekkum
Mary & O. L. Bell
Todd & Patricia Bender
Susan & George Benton
Oliver Berge
Niles & Linda Berman
Mariann & John Bertram
Jack & Nancy Beschta
Kurt & Libby Bestul
Andy & Debbie Bissonnette
Kathleen Blandford
Eng Braun
Frank & Tammy Bremser
Vern & Pat Breunig
Thomas E. Bucchauser & Jack Ely
Charles & Joanne Bunge
Brent & Kay Burki
Dan & Beth Burnard
Roger Burns
Michael Burton & Joan Kinney
Cynthia Bush
Vern & Phyllis Buskager
Javier Calderon
Fritz & Laurine Carstens
Martha & Charles Casey
Chalmers Jewelers
Wendel & Carol Chamberlin
Rick Chandler & Heidi Pankoke
Mark & Janice Cis
Jim & Carol Conant
Ann Conroy
Ed & Mary Corcoran
Louis Cornelius & Priscilla Ann Boroniec
Allen & Christine Crahen
Kathryn & James Crawford
Charles & Kathryn Czuprynski
Joe Day
Diane & David Deci
Ann & Phil Dettwiler
Gene & Bea Dewey
Dr. & Mrs. Richard K. Dortzbach
Trisha Doyle & Dennis Durow
Phil & Mary Lou Dzick
Paul & Barbara Easton
Tess Mulrooney & Paul Eastwood
Susan E. & Henry C. Eichhorn
Rosemarie & Ron Elliott
Mary Ellis
Leo & Joyce Endres
Jean Espenshade
Tom & Roberta Evans
Mary Jo Feeney Gebhardt
Bob & Barb Fett
William & Mary Fiore
Philip & Doris Fish
Thomas & Catherine Foltz
Bill Foote
Milton & Emily Ford
Bernard & Lynda Fourrier
Jim & Kris Frater
Janet & Byron Frenz
Barbara Furstenberg
Nancy Galhouse
William Gannon
Tim & Elizabeth Geiger
Barbara Gessner
Tom & Josie Gobel
Mary B. & Michele Good
Rob & Mary Gooze
Patricia Graham
Leona Grubb
John Gullixson & Family
Arlene & Bert Hart
Cheryl Heiliger
Tim & Jana Heinrich
Kurt & Muggs Helin
A. Henry Hempe & Cornelia Gordon-Hempe
Patrick & Janet Hennessy
Gerald & Andrea Henrich
Walter & Barbara Herrod
Russ & Diane Hildebrandt
Ben & Sharon Hirschfeld
Les & Susan Hoffman
Bill & Marcia Holman
Michael Hoon & Diana Rodum
Thomas Horky
Wm. Pharis Horton & Carolyn D. Horton
James Howard
Laura & James Howard
Chauncey Hunker & Mike Schmidtke
Patricia Huyett
Judy Jackson
Joan Jacobsen
Jo Jean Kehl Janus
Dave & Jean Johnsen
Martin & Ruth Johnson
Linda Mintener & Robert M. Jones
Fred & Diane Kamps
Lois Karp
Pamela Keating
Laura & Andrew Kitslaar
Irwin & Helen Klibaner
Lois Klingele
Michael & Annette Knapstein
Bernard & Sandra Knesting
Tom & Sharon Knoop
Lois & Hirochika Komai
Charles & Mary Pat Koranda
Larry & Jennie Larson
Ray & Madeline Laufenberg
Mil Lieberthal
Bob & Sally Lorenz
Bradford Macfarlane
Frank & Nancy Maersch
Ms. Mary Manering
Sharon & Art Mann
Gretchen Manthei
Ken Martin & Beverly Prieler
Nancy McCartan
Michael & June McCowin
Peggy McDonald
Brad & Laurie McDowell
Jean McLaughlin
Sigurd Mิดelfort
Thomas & Donna Miller
Mark & Nancy Moore
Stefanie Moritz & Víncel Jenkins
Shirley & Terry Morrison
Ingrid Mullane
Susan Munson
Russell & Delores Nelson
Jeff & Lisa Nickols
Stan & Bev Ninedorf
Daniel O’Brien
Norman & Darlene Olson
Pat & Lois O’Rourke
Mark & Laura Osinski
Norman Parsons
Audrey May Pendergast
Richard & Karen Perzentka
Joanne Peterson
Rex Piercy
Jerald & Dian Polly
Sonia Porter
Geoffrey & Christine Priest
Kathryn Ramberg
Dr. Arthur & Ursula Rathburn
Thomas & Linda Redding
Bob & Kathy Reffue
Rita & Bob Reif
Bob & Carol Reneau
Henry & Kathleen Revercomb
Stanley Richter
Donna & Marty Rifken
Carla Ripp
Colonel John Rogan, USA
Retired
David & Jane Ross
Heidi L. Roth
Jane Rouleau
Paul & Pam Rush
Tom & Mary Ryan
Kewal & Neeta Saluja
Leah & William Sandholm
Nan & Bob Schaefer
Albert & Ruth Schams
Christopher Schatz
Michael & Brenda Schmidt
ANNUAL FUND CONTRIBUTORS cont.

Carolyn Senty
Connie Seversin
Richard Shaten & Bonnie Boyer
Jane Sheehan
Jeanne & Joe Silverberg
Thomas Skinner
Eileen Smith
Ian & Karen Smith
Terrell & Mary Smith
Robby & Bill Sonzogni
Gretchen Spearstra
Elaine Staaland
Claudia Standorf
Ray & Harriet Statz
Walt & Judy Stevenson
Mary+ Stoffel & Rich Novotney
JoAnne & Ken Streit
Charles & Diane Stumpf
Jim & Judith Sullivan
Gene & Barb Summ
Sandra & David Tabachnick
Mindy Taranto & Ken Mericle
Gerald & Priscilla Thain
Gail Thill
Bonnie Thomas
Deb Duckart Thompson
Bob & Jeanne Topel
Marjorie van Handel
Dr. & Mrs. Condon R. Vander Ark
Bonnie Verhalen
Lan & Gail Waddell
Paul & Sherrill Wagner
Susan & Stephen Webster
John & Jane Wegenke
Steve & Pat Wehrley
Richard & Lois Weiland
Henry Wertheimer
William & Julia West
Bon Wikenheiser
Alice Jungemann & David Wilken
Allen & Judy Wilkins
Fredric T. & Joyce M. Williams
Ann & David Wilson
Peter Witucki
Charlotte Woods
Jerod Wooldridge
Ida Wrenn
Larry Zanoni
Glenn & Barb Zastrow
Vivian & Greg Zelinka
Dr. & Mrs. Roger Zimmerman
Dave & Sandy Zweifel
Steve & Ardis Zwicky

MEMORIALS

In memory of Kenneth Bussan
Anonymous
In memory of Louise Behling
Ron Behling
In memory of Mary Deignan
Marty Deignan
In memory of Jeff Dye
Elizabeth “Lisa” Dye
In memory of Joyce Ensign
Jerry Ensign
In memory of Ray Cram
Scott & Natalie Hagen
In memory of Florence F.C.W. Lee
Susan* & Jonathan Lipp
In memory of Ginger Long
Willis Long
In memory of Mildred Milner
Regina+ Milner
In Memory of Sandra S. Scott
Park Bank
In memory of CAS & Dottie Sailor
Tim Sailor
In memory of Major John Cordts
Slack – Wounded Warrior
Sherill & Jerry Slack
In memory of Al Thering
Bernice Thering
In memory of Joyce Wartman
William Wartman
In memory of Kathie Smith Zaremba
Tom Zaremba

HONORARIUMS

In honor of Tom Popp
Emil & Shawna Bertalot
Lynn Gilchrist
Honoring Susan Mather
Paul Buechner
In honor of Susan Lipp
Lau & Bea Christensen
Lawrence & Julie Midtbo
In honor of Dennis Dorn
Dave & Judy Eulberg
In Honor of Our Children Who
Enjoy the Concerts As Much As
We Do!
Mark & Janet Howery
In honor of Theresa Martell
Susan Munson
In Honor of Dr. C. Joseph & Mrs.
Carole Anderson
William Roman
In honor of Susan & Jonathan Lipp
Sennheiser
In honor of Suzanne Beia
The Estate of Fannie Taylor
Mom and dad gave us the gift of
music. Happy birthday, Jane!
Kathryn Woodson
Mineral Point

Chamber Music Festival

AT THE MINERAL POINT OPERA HOUSE

June 8-10

This June, experience captivating chamber music in an enchanting setting.

Visit Mineral Point, Wisconsin, June 8-10 during the 2nd Annual Chamber Music Festival. Enjoy three concerts by young professional chamber ensembles at the historic Mineral Point Opera House. Explore unique galleries, shops, dining and lodging.

Tickets and info: www.artsmp.org/chamber-music-fest/
BUSINESS PARTNERS

ActionCOACH Business Coaching
Advanced Building Corporation
Alliant Energy
American Girl
Architectural Building Arts
Associated Bank
Bell Laboratories, Inc.
BMOC Inc
Case Organ Company
Central Storage & Warehouse Co.
Certco, Inc.
Certified Refrigeration & Mechanical, Inc
Coordinated Capital Securities
Deloitte Consulting LLP
DEMCO
Dewitt Ross & Stevens S.C.
Duncan Edward European Hair
First American Title Company
Foley & Lardner
Gebhardt Development
GI-Technologies
Goodman’s Jewelers
Homburg Equipment
Husch Blackwell
INOC
Interstate Books4School
Intuitive Biosciences

Knotke & Bruce Architects, LLC
M3 Insurance
Madison Children’s Museum
Madison Investment Advisors, LLC
Metcalfe’s Market
National Mutual Benefit
Old National Bank
Qual Line Fence Corporation
Raether Financial
RoxAnne’s House of Ceramics
Spectrum Brands
Starion Bank
State Bank of Cross Plains
Strang, Inc
Sub-Zero Group, Inc.
SupraNet Communications, Inc.
SVA
TASC
The Madison Concourse
The Raymond Group
Webcrafters, Inc.
Wisconsin Bank & Trust
WKOW TV
Woodman’s Food Markets Inc.
Zimbrick, Inc. of Madison

FOUNDATIONS

Ann and Gordon Getty Foundation
The Evjue Foundation Inc., the Charitable Arm of The Capital Times
Madison Community Foundation through Evjue Foundation’s “Great Performance Endowment”
Wisconsin Arts Board

* WCO Board Member
+ WCO Advisory Board Member

** WCO donor listings recognize individuals and businesses that donated $50 or more, and permit their names to be listed. If your name was inadvertently omitted, please contact the WCO office at 608.257.0638.

Salon Piano Series

Alon Goldstein & the Pro Arte Quartet
Sat. · Mar. 10, 2018 · 7:30pm
Sun. · Mar. 11, 2018 · 4:00pm

John O’Conor
Sat. · May 12, 2018 · 7:30pm

Buy tickets online at brownpapertickets.com or 608.271.2626

These concerts will be held at Farley’s House of Pianos
6522 Seybold Road, Madison

Programs at SalonPianoSeries.org
THANK YOU TO OUR SPONSORS

Masterworks
Axley Law Firm
Farley's House of Pianos
Flad Architects
Godfrey & Kahn S.C.
Johnson Bank
National Guardian Life
Oak Bank
Fran+ & Brad Taylor

Concerts on the Square
American Family Insurance
American Transmission Company
Associated Physicians, LLP
Baker Tilly
Best Western Premier Park Hotel
BMO Harris Bank
Boardman & Clark
Capitol Bank
Cobb Strecker Dunphy & Zimmermann
Driftless Studio
Exact Sciences
Fields Jaguar Land Rover Volvo Madison
Heritage Tavern
Hooper Corporation
JP Cullen
Madison Gas & Electric
The Meester Family Foundation
Potter Lawson Architects
Quartz/UW Health
Strand Associates
University Research Park
Urban Land Interests
US Bank
Wisconsin Brewing Company

Education & Outreach Programming
David & Sally Allen Family Foundation
CUNA Mutual Group
J.H. Findorff & Son Inc.
Tim & Jana Heinrich
Fran+ & Brad Taylor

Messiah at Blackhawk Church
Steve & Laurel Brown Foundation

Media Sponsor
WKOW TV
BOARD & STAFF

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Randy Satterfield, Chair
Pam Stampen, Vice Chair
Nate Boebel, Treasurer & Secretary

Jon Anderson
Teresa Brooks
Reginald Cheatham
George Cullen
Andrew Davis
Alan Fish

Thomas P. Godar
Dr. Jun Lee
Paul Lenhart
Susan Lipp
Tom Neujahr
Tom Popp

Phil Prange
Cathy Sandeen
Melissa Turczyn
Beau Williams
Brian Yahn
Kenneth Yuska

ADVISORY BOARD
Diane Ballweg
John Bickers
Ben Dickey
Peggy Hedberg
Tim Heinrich
Thomas P. Heneghan
Sue Ann Kaestner

Annette Knapstein
Rich Lepping
Ron Luskin
Kevin Metcalfe
Regina M. Millner
Kate Neitzel
E. Alice Peters

Don Rahn
Jill Sommers
Mary Stoffel
Fran Taylor
Julie Underwood
Lynn Wood
Stephen Zanoni

DIRECTORS EMERITI
Christopher Berry
Dennis Dorn
Rich Lepping
E. Alice Peters

MUSIC DIRECTOR
Andrew Sewell

STAFF
Mark Cantrell, CEO
Sue Ellen Maguire, COO
Jennifer Voth, CDO
Missie Bradley, Marketing Manager
Taylor Seale, Development Coordinator
Clayton Tillotson, Librarian
Eric Larsen, Personnel Manager
Jan Anderson, Office & Ticketing Assistant
Beth Larson, Community Outreach Intern

PRESIDENTS CIRCLE
Fred Beatty
Elizabeth Benson
Christopher Berry
Joseph Boucher
Tom Bush
Dennis Dorn
Therese Kiss Frank
Thomas Grantham
Tim Heinrich
Martin Johnson
Paul Kobussen
Rich Lepping

Nancy Manner
Regina M. Millner
Robert Mohelnitzky
Tom Popp
Gene Rankin
Sarah Appen Reiter

Susan Schmitz
Jill Sommers
Vernon Visick
Kenneth Yuska
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SO ACCURATE
WE PUT MONEY ON IT

Sign up at facebook.com/27news
Wisconsin Chamber Orchestra

Information. Inspiration.
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Wisconsin and the World.